
 

LEGAL PROTECTIONS FOR PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICIALS: TECHNOLOGY AND 
HARASSMENT 

Alaska Fact Sheet 

50-State Survey Summary  
“Harassment” refers to a course of conduct which threatens, annoys, alarms, or causes fear for another person. Public 

health officials are experiencing an influx of harassment by phone, email, and other electronic means. In response, the 

Network conducted research to examine whether the states and Washington, D.C., have criminal statutes to punish 

individuals who harass others by using technology. In each state, we have identified at least one statute which has 

applicability to the most common issues relating to technology and harassment experienced by public health officials 

during the COVID-19 pandemic. Note: The term “stalk” refers to a broader course of conduct than “harass” and is included 

and described in greater detail in the 50-state survey. In this survey, we include the following types of statutes:  

Criminal Harassment by Electronic Communications: Many states have statutes that criminalize conduct if a person 

specifically uses an electronic device to harass another. Each state with such a law is included in the 50-state survey.  

General harassment: Nearly every state has a statute that criminalizes harassment. In the definition of harassment, most 

states reference a course of conduct that includes the use of electronic communications. In states without a statute that 

exclusively criminalizes harassment by use of electronic communications, we included the state’s general harassment 

statute if it referenced an electronic course of conduct. However, in Missouri, Nevada, and Utah the general harassment 

statutes do not reference an electronic course of conduct. Similarly, Washington D.C. uses “stalking” instead of 

“harassment.” We opted to include these because there is no existing criminal harassment by electronic communications 

statute and the general harassment statute in these states is broad enough to encompass harassment by use of 

electronic communications.   

Cyberstalking: Stalking generally refers to willfully and repeatedly following or harassing another person which results in a 

fear of injury or death. Although “stalking” and “harassment” are similar, stalking is broader in definition. Some states have 

statutes which criminalize the use of technology and stalking. These are often referred to as “cyberstalking” and are 

included in the 50-state survey as well. 

Below is more information on Alaska’s Harassment law:  

Harassment 

https://www.networkforphl.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Technology-and-Harassment-Survey-Final-1.pdf
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Alaska Criminal Law, § 11.61.120 Harassment in the second degree 

(a) A person commits the crime of harassment in the second degree if, with intent to harass or annoy another person, that 

person 

(1) insults, taunts, or challenges another person in a manner likely to provoke an immediate violent response; 

(2) telephones another and fails to terminate the connection with intent to impair the ability of that person to place or 

receive telephone calls; 

(3) makes repeated telephone calls at extremely inconvenient hours; 

(4) makes an anonymous or obscene telephone call, an obscene electronic communication, or a telephone call or 

electronic communication that threatens physical injury or sexual contact; 

(5) subjects another person to offensive physical contact; 

(6) except as provided in AS 11.61.116, publishes or distributes electronic or printed photographs, pictures, or films 

that show the genitals, anus, or female breast of the other person or show that person engaged in a sexual act; 

(7) repeatedly sends or publishes an electronic communication that insults, taunts, challenges, or intimidates a person 

under 18 years of age in a manner that places the person in reasonable fear of physical injury; or 

(8) under circumstances not proscribed under AS 11.41.455, AS 11.61.125, or 11.61.128, repeatedly sends to 

another person, publishes, or distributes electronic or printed photographs, pictures, or films that show the genitals of 

any person. 

 

(b) Harassment in the second degree is a class B misdemeanor. 
 

Penalties 

Alaska Code of Criminal Procedure, § 12.55.135 Sentences of imprisonment for misdemeanors 

A violation of § 12.55.135 is a class B misdemeanor punishable by imprisonment of up to 90 days.  

Alaska Code of Criminal Procedure, § 12.55.035 Fines  

A violation of § 12.55.035 is a class B misdemeanor punishable by a fine of up to $2,000.  

Summary 

A person commits the crime of harassment in the second degree if they repeatedly call another person on the phone at 

extremely inconvenient hours or make anonymous, obscene, and/or threatening phone calls or electronic communications 

with intent to harass or annoy the person. If convicted, a person faces imprisonment up to 90 days and/or a fine up to 

$2,000. 

 

Template for Notifying Violators 

Below is a sample template for notifying perpetrators regarding their conduct relative to the code. 

Alaska Criminal Law, § 11.61.120 prohibits a course of conduct which annoys, threatens, or intimidates another. This 
conduct may involve the use of electronic devices. [Insert here a description of the conduct with a date – for example: On 
August 28, 2021, you contacted the Alaska Commissioner of Health by phone and email ten times while using profanity 
and without stating a clear purpose.] This may constitute a violation of § 11.61.120. If convicted, you face imprisonment 
up to 90 days and/or a fine up to $2,000. 

       If the conduct is extreme, add: We have notified the [insert proper law enforcement agency] of this conduct. 
 

       If the conduct does not rise to the level of reporting, add: Should you repeat this conduct, we may report the 
matter to [insert proper law enforcement agency]. 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000003&cite=AKSTS11.61.116&originatingDoc=NF35D7CE0B3DF11E98CC1A34A55693223&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=abf748f671c34601bfb92e32801b140e&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000003&cite=AKSTS11.41.455&originatingDoc=NF35D7CE0B3DF11E98CC1A34A55693223&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=abf748f671c34601bfb92e32801b140e&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000003&cite=AKSTS11.61.125&originatingDoc=NF35D7CE0B3DF11E98CC1A34A55693223&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=abf748f671c34601bfb92e32801b140e&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000003&cite=AKSTS11.61.128&originatingDoc=NF35D7CE0B3DF11E98CC1A34A55693223&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=abf748f671c34601bfb92e32801b140e&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)

